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The Evolution of...
The Consumer
Part 2: Anytime Fitness takes the lead on the
five-part series 'The Evolution of...'.
This month, Anytime Fitness tackles the
changing behaviour of consumers

Awards Catch Up:
McDonald's
Amy Thomas, Head of Franchising
Recruitment & Reputation for Mcdonald's,
describes the moment the company was
announced as the winner of the bfa's
Leadership & Culture award in 2019

International
Women's Day
For 2020, International Women's Day will be
striking an #EachforEqual pose, motivating others
to truly make a difference for women worldwide

New Member Q&A:
Pass the Keys
Get to know new bfa member Pass the Keys

National Old Stuff Day
Lindsay Graham, franchisor of Access4Lofts,
explains how to be out with the old and in
with the new this month

Franchise Accounting
& the Three Ps
Jason Miller, Client Services Manager for EKW
Group, shares the 3 Ps of franchise accounting

Scotland: First Step
on the International
Franchising journey
Andrew Fraser QFP, founder of
Albany Fraser Solicitors, discusses
how entering Scotland is now seen as
the first step towards being an
international franchisor

The Return of Superbrand
Superbrand, the flagship event for global
franchise systems and entrepreneurs, will be
returning to the Institute of Engineering &
Technology in London on May 13th

The Evolution of...
The Consumer
Part 2: Here, the we speak with Neil Randall, Chief Operating Officer at Anytime Fitness UK,
on the changing behaviours, habits and minds of the consumer, and what this means for
franchisors in 2020.
The behaviour patterns of consumers has evolved dramatically over the
past few decades. The way in which the everyday person shops, buys and
considers spending their money would be unrecognisable to anyone 10
years ago, and will surely change quickly to be unrecognisable 10 years
from now. As technology continues to evolve, it is up to business owners
and franchisors to not only keep up with consumer trends, but anticipate
and innovate to be ahead of the curve. Here, Neil Randall gives his
thoughts on the evolution of the consumer...
What would you say is the biggest shift in consumer behaviour over
the last 10 years?
The biggest change we’ve seen is an increase in the consumer’s use of
technology to know and understand a product or service in advance of
making a buying decision. This includes shopping around for the best
value proposition or price based on availability online, but also considers
reviews of the product, service or retailer selling them. Technology has
become an enabler for people to make more informed decisions and
consider more options quickly. Similarly, it has made transacting quicker
and in some cases less personal – consumers have become impatient and
impulsive – and technology enables and facilitates this mindset.
What is the biggest challenge franchisors face when keeping up with
consumer trends?
Keeping up with the technological enhancements of their competitors. It
is important to subsequently market to their consumers effectively and
use quality channel distribution to reach them. It’s important to
understand how their consumer wants to buy or transact with them. For
example, if people wish to buy online your platform should be both
available and secure for them to do so.
Where do you see consumer culture going in the near future?
I see a further enhancement in technology and the way this is applied to both marketing and customer service
becoming extremely popular. This will help companies be able to further learn the behaviours of their target
consumer and display the right message to them at the right time. In addition, they’ll be able to learn and answer
questions at the top of the funnel or in the first instance of a customer issue. Therefore, this enables the human
element and interaction to have a higher or more profound impact.
Evolution will be the focal theme of the bfa's 2020 Annual Conference. To find out more, visit www.thebfa.org
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A Catch Up With 2019
Award Winner, Mcdonald's
The 2019 bfa HSBC Franchise Awards saw McDonald's Restaurants take home the
Leadership & Culture award. The bfa speaks to Amy Thomas, Head of Recruitment and
Reputation, on what the award meant to the team, and what inspired them to apply

Describe the moment it was announced that McDonald’s had won the Leadership &
Culture Award?
Exhilarating! Especially as I had worked on the submission, so it was fantastic to hear our
name announced.
What inspired McDonald’s to apply for this particular award?
It was a new award and one that really resonated with us as a brand. At McDonald’s we
believe culture is the way we behave, the way we do things. Our culture shapes how our
customers and our people feel about us. To get external recognition for what we do as a
company in this area has made us very proud.
Do you think it is important for franchisors to apply for the bfa awards? And why?
Absolutely, getting an award that is judged by experts in their field really gives credibility
and third party endorsement. This can be very helpful when recruiting franchisees and you
will gain organic publicity within the industry.
If you want to attend the 2020 awards, visit www.thebfa.org
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Scotland: The First Step on your
International Franchising Journey?
Andrew Fraser QFP, founder of Albany Fraser Solicitors, discusses why franchisors are using
Scotland to dip their toe into international franchising and pilot their Master Franchise model.

There are two frequently used approaches in expanding overseas. The first involves the ‘proactive’ franchisor
conducting a detailed analysis of potential target countries followed by a rigorous search for a strong local
partner. The second involves the ‘reactive’ franchisor receiving an overseas enquiry out-of-the-blue before
Googling ‘how do I franchise my business internationally?’.
Regardless of the approach, there are some common challenges associated with international franchising,
such as: language barriers, time zone issues, tweaking the business model to make it suitable for the target
country and managing a relationship with the franchise partner from afar.
So, what has this got to do with Scotland? Well, we have noticed that Scotland is increasingly being seen by
franchisors based south of the border as a bit of a foreign land and, to a certain extent, they are right. Like
other international jurisdictions, Scotland has its own legal system and Government which controls
everything except a small number of reserved matters such as defence, foreign affairs and immigration. It
may surprise some readers to learn that the Scottish Government even has control over Income Tax
bandings and is progressing with consumer protection laws which will likely differ from the rest of the UK.
Most notably, Scotland has separate and distinct education and healthcare systems which affects many
franchise businesses operating in these sectors in the UK. There are different education syllabuses, different
healthcare inspection bodies, and different local authority commissioning processes. There is an ever-growing
divergence in the way that businesses are governed and are required to interact with their customers and
with calls for increased devolution, federalism and, of course, full Scottish independence, these differences
are tipped to grow, rather than contract.
As a result, we have witnessed a number of innovative franchisors choosing to treat Scotland as they would
any other international territory by appointing a 'Master Franchisee' for the country. The Master Franchisee's
role is to adapt the business model for Scotland (working in conjunction with the franchisor, of course),
recruit franchisees, and oversee the operation of the business in Scotland (we have even seen the creation of
platform master franchisees, where a Scottish master franchisee carries out the role of master franchisee for
a number of different brands!).
In our view, Scotland can be a very useful destination for a ‘proactive’ franchisor looking to dip their toe into
international franchising and pilot their Master Franchise model. It gives franchisors the experience of
working alongside a master franchisee and managing that type of relationship without the hassle of language
barriers, time zone differences and expensive travel costs. While it may not be for everyone, this is a trend
we fully expect to see more of in 2020 and beyond!
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Out With The Old,
In With The New
March 2nd sees the arrival of National Old Stuff Day, a time to get rid of the old and for
trying something new. Lindsay Brown, Director of storage solutions franchise
Access4Lofts, offers her top tips to decluttering and organising your loft space.

Here at Access4Lofts, we love a tidy loft space. We would love to help the entire nation to clear and
clean that forgotten space which sits above us in our homes. To help you organise your loft, we’ve
created these tips for tidying your loft.
Be safe
The first thing to do is to ensure you can access your loft space safely. A fixed loft ladder is the most
convenient and the safest option. It is less than ideal to have to traipse out to the shed in the rain to
get a step ladder and then balance in precariously to get up into your loft. Remember though, no
matter what type of ladder you use, it is important to use it safely. That means never going up the
ladder in your slippers or flip flops and it’s always a good idea to have someone with you at the foot
of the ladder for safety (and to pass you things, important things, like cups of tea).
Protect yourself
Insulation can be horrible stuff. We know, because we work with it a lot! Always wear a mask and
gloves. A head torch where there is little to no lighting will also make your life easier too.
Work systematically
First of all, have a quick scan of the items and remove anything you absolutely know you don’t want
to keep. This will free up some space and give you room to manoeuvre. Then, once that’s done,
start in one corner and work systematically around. Set a time to tackle the space and then stop for
a drink and a review of what you have found. Set your timer and start again.
Get the right tools for the job
If you’ve been storing items in cardboard boxes, consider purchasing some clear boxes. Cardboard
will deteriorate over time. Clear boxes have the added benefit of you being able to see what’s in the
box and they can be stacked easily, which will look neater.
Get organised
Get yourself some large labels and a thick black marker pen to clearly label up your sorted boxes so
you can see without moving them what the contents are. Mrs Hinch has shared some amazing ideas
of how she does this, plus a whole section on loft life, which you can see on her Instagram page:
@mrshinchhome.
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Continued...
Get by with a little help from your friends
Lofts can be quite unwelcoming places, so it is always worth having some help. Why not ask a
good friend to lend a hand, (having someone who isn’t emotionally attached to your possessions
can help you gain perspective on whether a particular item should be kept).
Keep smiling
Try and keep a sense of fun in the job. You probably haven’t been up in your loft for a while and
you’re very likely to find things you’d forgotten about. Don’t get side-tracked too much but allow
yourself some time to look through the items and reminisce!
Sometimes it’s hard to let go…
It’s the sentimental things in the loft that are tricky. However, there are some very talented people
out there who can turn clothes and fabrics into beautiful keepsakes. Take a look at
www.bagsfullofmemories.co.uk for example and see how they can create memory keepsakes from
the fabrics of your loved ones. Mrs Hinch has some really nice content regarding creating a
‘keepsake corner’ in the loft. Again, you can see this by visiting her Instagram page. For items
such as photographs, why not consider having them put onto CD or another digital storage facility.
Or, if you prefer to keep the hard copies, invest in some decent photo albums and make it a
project for a rainy day. If you have a collection of vinyl records, you could consider converting
them to CD and selling the vinyl to a specialist collector.
Where there’s muck there’s brass…
For those of you of a certain age, you may remember the episode of ‘Only Fools & Horses’ where
Del and Rodney find an old watch in their shed that had been there for years. It turned out that it
was worth millions! Now, we’re not saying that you’ll find treasure of that magnitude in your loft,
but it’s worth checking the value of any items you’re unsure of, or even collections. Even if you’re
not planning on selling what you find, it is worth investigating how they should be kept to ensure
they stay in good condition. Temperatures vary in the loft and it may not be the best place for your
valuables to be stored. If you are concerned about dust getting onto items, consider having a
breathable membrane fitted.
X marks the spot
When you have finished, give yourself a huge pat on the back. You’ve tackled a big job that most
people procrastinate about for years. Now the hard work is done, it’s a good idea to map out the
layout of your loft and generally zone what is where. That way, when it comes to getting your
Christmas decorations down, you’ll know exactly where they are. Keep your map in a clear plastic
wallet just inside your loft hatch.
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Franchise Accounting
& The Three Ps
Jason Miller, Client Services Manager for EKW Group, shares the three Ps of franchise accounting.
Franchises and their network face exactly the same financial issues as other businesses. Franchisees have
their own business to run, from managing profitability and cashflow to the mundane tasks such as
maintaining their accounting records. Franchisors also have their own finances to manage, but in addition,
give support to their franchisees by providing tools for them to capture sales, report expenses and monitor
performance. At EKW Group we apply the three Ps…
Processes
Many business processes are weak or non-existent, manual and not cost effective. Franchise businesses
however are predominantly better, as it’s the responsibility of the franchisor to review, develop and maintain
processes for the franchisees to adopt, use and follow.
It’s to the benefit of both parties to have fixed procedures and strong controls from a financial view. This
could range from integrating sales data with the accounting software, automation of invoice processing, to
using data capture tools for monitoring and controlling sales, stock, cash etc. However, every sector will face
different challenges to one another, and each franchise business will differ in terms of how well they meet
those challenges
Personnel
With the rising costs of employment, having the right staff can be expensive. Businesses choosing to manage
their finances in house will face problems of hiring and retaining employees and paying their salaries.
Growing businesses will always be in a position where they either have too few, or too many staff at any
given time. Other businesses choose to use paid external professionals to provide accountancy services for
them. This is also often expensive and by using external resource there’s a perceived lack of personal touch.
Performance
Financial performance is key to running a business, whatever size you may be. Franchisees often struggle to
understand the numbers, whilst some franchisors find it difficult to collate the information and keep abreast
of underperforming territories.
For franchisees, it can be as easy as creating financial reports which make sense of the numbers and
highlight any areas for concern. For franchisors, there are plenty of software packages in the marketplace
which help to manage data and produce consolidated results. It can be difficult to achieve financial harmony
if the accounting systems are different across the network, charts of accounts aren’t standardised, or if there
is no requirement to produce regular management information.
For each of these areas there are very cost effective measures that can be taken without making any
wholesale changes, regardless of the size or complexity of the business you operate. Whether you’re just
starting out or an established business looking at any improvements you can make, maybe take a few
moments to consider the 3P’s. Visit https://www.ekwgroup.co.uk/ for more information.
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International Women's Day
For 2020, International Women's Day will be striking an #EachforEqual pose,
motivating others to truly make a difference for women worldwide, and
collectively begin to make change happen
March 8th marks International Women's Day, pushing gender equality at the forefront of global
conversation and becoming a beacon of celebration of the historic, groundbreaking work that has been
achieved by women through time.
If the last few years are anything to go by, society will continue to witness seismic shifts when
addressing gender equality across all industries and businesses, shining a light on prevailing issues such
as the search for equal pay and the unbalance of female leaders.
This is a change society at large is constantly seeing within the franchising industry, with women
continuing to enter the industry as franchisors, franchisees and industry experts. This is supported by the
most recent bfa NatWest Franchise Survey which shows that not only do women account for 37% of new
franchisees, but make up 65% of the franchising industry overall. This means that women are huge
contributors to the £17.2 billion that franchising creates for the UK economy per annum. Show your
appreciation for the women driving your business forward, and strike an #Eachforequal pose.
The British Franchising Association’s Empowering Women in Business (EWIB) event is taking place on the
4th November, and will continue to focus on empowering, educating and uniting the women of the
franchise industry. To find out more information on EWIB 2020, click here.
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New Member Q&A
Pass the Keys
We speak with Alexander Lyakhotskiy, Founder & CEO of Pass the Keys, on why the
company has joined the bfa as provisional members.
Can you give us a brief overview of the Pass the Keys brand?
Pass the Keys is a new kind of property management company
that I set up in 2015 after experiencing the challenges of shortletting first hand. My vision was to make short-letting easier by
providing a hands-off experience for homeowners while
maximising their income. That’s exactly what we’re doing today
for homeowners all over the UK - creating listings on sites
like Airbnb and Booking.com and dealing with everything
from booking management and pricing to check-in and cleaning.
What sets Pass the Keys apart from the competition?
We are proud to be the UK’s largest professional co-host of
Airbnb, as well as the only short-let property management
franchise in the country.
By continuing to improve our operations, technology, marketing and sales practices, we’ve made sure that our high
standards are maintained for both hosts and guests - even through significant growth. Our quality of service is
reflected in our ratings on various review platforms as well as in our 2019 nomination for Best Short-Letting Agency
by the National Landlord Investment Show. We believe in empowering others to achieve the same success and are
looking for entrepreneurial partners to build their own thriving short-let property management business using Pass
the Keys’ brand, tools and support.
Why have you decided to join the British Franchise Association?
Since we first had the idea of franchising a couple of years after launching in 2015, it has been a goal of ours to have
our model approved by the UK’s voice of ethical franchising. Aside from recognition that we are doing things the right
way, bfa membership will also give us access to valuable guidance and best practice manuals to ensure that we
continue to become a better company every day.
What does Pass the Keys have in store for 2020 and beyond?
2020 is a big year for Pass the Keys. We’re planning on further expanding our UK reach via our franchise programme
with the goal of having 42 franchise partners and a portfolio of 2,000 properties by the end of the year. We will
continue to support existing franchisees on their journeys to success, further develop our market-leading technology
and identify other areas across the business for improvement. The hard work never stops!
Have you got a fun Pass the Keys fact for the FBI readers?
Pass the Keys is an extremely multicultural company. In fact, our London HQ is made up of a total of 10 nationalities,
speaking 17 different languages!
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Superbrand Returns
Superbrand, the flagship event for global franchises and entrepreneurs, will be
returning to the Institute of Engineering & Technology, London, on May 13th
A hub for established brands across the globe, Superbrand will be returning on May 13th at
the Institute of Engineering and Technology (IET), London, UK. Now in its third year,
Superbrand has attracted some of the world's best-known franchisors and most successful
franchisees, and has become a core event in the franchising calendar. It is an ideal
opportunity for household names to connect, learn and broaden their global inspirations.

Following on from the success of 2019, Superbrand will continue its winning formula of
splitting the day across three concurrent zones, all of which cater to specific needs of the
attendees.
Superbrand is for UK franchisors and will explore the unique challenges of scaling up a
brand, as well as moving a UK franchise model into international markets.
UK Developer is for international franchisors, and will delve into the feasibility of expanding
into the UK marketplace, the UK legal framework and recruiting franchisees.
Franchisee Investor is designed for entrepreneurial franchisees, and will provide advice on
expanding a portfolio, ensuring a good return on investment, and developing and managing
teams.
So, if you are a franchisor anywhere in the world, a multi-unit or multi-brand franchisee, an
adviser in franchising, or someone just considering franchising for your future, find out more
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on Superbrand here.

FBI Case File:
Will Strike
Get to know some more about Will Strike
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Be ready for another bfa FBI Case File coming to your inbox next month!

Upcoming Events
Specialist Seminar: Legal Issues
This is an annual full-day event that will provide you
with the latest legal issues in franchising right now. It is
absolutely a must-attend for anyone that wants to be
on top of their obligations and ahead of potential risks
associated with legal developments.

Date: March 26th
Time: 09:30 - 17:00
Price: £95 + VAT
Location: DoubleTree Hilton
Oxford Belfry, Milton
Common, Thame, OX9 2JW
QFP Points: 250
Book Your Ticket Here

Speed Solutions
(North)

Lunch & Learn
(online session)

Date: March 4th
Time: 9.30 - 13:00
Price: £40 + VAT
Location: 4B, Burlington House, Crosby
Road North, Liverpool, L22 0PJ
QFP Points: 100

Date: March 5th
Time: 12:00 - 13:00
Price: Free
Location: Wherever you feel comfortable

Speed Solutions are informal events giving
everyone the opportunity to bring a hot topic
which will be ‘collated and debated’ as a
group. Expert advisers, ambassadors and
senior bfa representatives will then be on
hand in a panel style environment to answer
questions. This is an open franchise forum
where attendees, along with a select group of
experts, will be able to debate and resolve hot
topics and challenges.
Click here to find out more

This online session will be run by James DixonBox and will teach you how to run brilliant
events. James is an events manager with many
years of experience in hospitality, training and
development. He has extensive experience
working with franchise businesses such as
Platinum Property Partners and
Shuttercraft as well as running large scale
events. You will leave the session with a better
understanding of organising a fantastic event,
from identifying your content to insuring take
away value for your attendees.
Click here to find out more

How to Understand a Franchisee's
Financial Performance
This course will give you a practical understanding of business
finance and accounts, and how this should be applied to the
monitoring of a franchise network.

Date: March 18th - 19th
Price: £690 + VAT
QFP Points: 500
Location: bfa office
Click here to find out more
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